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1, Among the following statements, identify the number of correct statements :

(i) The function defined b1 
. ax + b

Jlxl= *-d
always has maxima and minima for whatever values of the real numbers a, b, c

.and d.

(ii) log(x) is a convex function in the real line'

(iii) The function defined by ,f (x) = x - sin x is a decreasing function throughout in any

interval of values of the variable x'

(a) o

(b) i

(c) 2

(d) 3

2, For arbitrary constants q and cr, the solution space of the differential equation

(a) y(x) = q,,e.4' + crxe-4*

(b) Y(x) = cre4* + c2"-4'

(c) y(x)= q,"o*+cr*"4'

(d) None of the above 
,

3. Evaluate the integral '

f' lz* - rl dx
J_11

where | 
. l denotes the absolute value'

5(al
2

?(bl v
2

(c) o

(d) None of the above
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s. There are five different houses, A to E, in a row. A is to the right of 'B arrcl E is to the ieft

of Cand right of A. Further, Bis to irre rignt of D' Which house will be in the middle?

4. How many committees of five people can be chosen,from 20 men.and 12 rvomen if at

least 4 women must be chosen on each committee?

(a) 9872

tb) 10012

(c) t0692

(d) None of the abovd

{a) A

(b) B

(c) D

(d) None of the above

r n ,-^-.-:-^,/-^h

6. If a matrix A is invertible, then which propertylproperties of A remains/remain true?

(ii) A is triangular'

(iii) All entries are integers'

(a) OnlY (i)

(b) onlY (i) and (ii)

(c) AII the properties (i), (ii) and (iii)

(d) None of the above

T.Thenumberofdiagonalsthatcanbedrawnbyjoiningtheverticesofanoctagonts

(a) 28 (b) 20

(c) 24 (d) 48
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9.

consider the function {x+2)cos2x lbr x)2. Determine its order in ter:nd of big-o
notation.

(a) o{x)

(c) o(log (x))

(d) None of the above

A particle *"t.d by constant forces ai+J-3k and 3t+J*k is ciispiacecl from the point
(1, ? 3) to the point {g 4, r), where i, J and k are unit ,."ior" 

"b";i;; ;-,-v- ,rro z-axis
respectiveiy. Then the total work done by the forces is

(a) 20 units

(b) 30 units

(c) 40 units

{d) None of the above

10. The maximum value of the function dehned

f lxl =2sinx + sin2x

in rhe interval [q !1'l t"L 2)

by

(a)

tb)

{c)

{d)

-I
a

3J5
2

^t;JVJ

2

None of the above

In how r.any ways can the letters of the word

(a) 28220

'(b) 3o24O

(c) 32120

(d) None of the above

'attention' be rearranged?
11.
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12. In a certain code language

(i) 'mxy'das zci' means 'good little frock'

(ii) 'jmx cos zci' means 'girl behaves good'

(iii) 'nug drs cos' means girl makes mischiel'

tiv) 'das ajp cos' means little girl fell'

Which word in that language stands for 'frock?

(a) zci

(b) clas

(c) mxy

(d) Insufiicientinformation

of'the equation "l6F;;=x-3 is13. The number of solutiirns

(a) "t

(b) 1

(c) o

td) None of the above

14. The radius of the circle in which the sphere *2 * AQ + 12 = 5 is cut by the plane

x+a+2=3./J is

(a) fi
(b) sJs '

I(c) +.13

(d) None of the above

15. Suppose A, B and C are sets. Cohsider the following statements

ti) Ae B, BeC. ThenAe Cistrue.

(ii) A€. B. Then Bc C is true.

(iii) Ce fclA) if and only if Cc A, where p(A) denotes

The number of correct statements among (i)-(iii) is

(a) I

(b) 2

(c) 3

(d) None of the above :

power set of A.the
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16. Of 30 personal computers (PCs) owned by facuity members in a university department,
2A run Windows, B have 2l inch monitors, 25 have CD-ROM drives, 2O have at Ieast
two of these features and 6 have all the three features. How many PCs have at least one
of these features?

(a) . 22

(b) 24

(c) 27

(d) None of the above

17. In the complex plane, consider the lollowing statements :

(i) lf let | = 1, then z. is a pure imaginary nurnber.I I - - '-

dr(ii) There are complex numbers z such that lsinzi> l.

(iii) The function sinZ is nowhere analytic, where Z is the complex conjugate of

the number z.

Identify the number of correct statements.

(a) 0 (b) 1

(c) 2 (d) s
.:

18. Arnong the six students A, B, C, D, E and F, it is given that-
(i) D and F are tall, while the others are short

(ii) A, C and D are wearing glasses, while the others are not

Identify the short students who are not ,,vearing glass.

(a) B, E, F

(b) B, E

(c) B, c

(d) None of the above

invertible

(a) o

(c) 2

(b) I

(d) 3

(2 c ")19. For the matrix A =l " " " l, find the number ofcvalues in which the matrixAis not

[8 r ")
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zo. Transform the well-formed formula P + Q r R into a disjunction normal form (DNF) and

conjunction normal form {CNF) respectiveiy'

(a) -Pv(QnR) and (-P"Q)^(-PvR)

(b) Pv-(Qr.R) and (Pn-Q)a(-PvR)

(c) -Pn(QvR) and (Pv-Q)a'(-PvR)

(d) None of the above

21. Wirat is the probability that the sum of two numbers x and y randomly chosen on the

interval (Q 1) is greater than 1, while the sum of their squares is less than 1?

.: Tl I(al ,_ 4

ld) None of the above

22. The subtraction of'2A16 from 84ru results in

ta) 68ro {b) A6ro

(c) 5Aro (d) 5Bro

2A. Uoule' is related to enerry and in the same way 'Pascal' is related to

(a) volume

(b) pressure

' (c) puritY

(d) beauty

rb) 1- 1
42

nl(c) '=-:
r)J
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2sincr coscx,2q, If x = -+, then the value of , --l- is equal to

(a) 1* x

(b) l+x

I
(c)

x

(d) None of the above

26. Suppose a matrix A of order 3 has eigenvalues f, - L 3. What is the determinant of A-1,

where A-l is the inverse of the matrix A ? '

(a) -3

(b)

(c) 2 /3

(d) None of the above

26. If P(x, gr)is a point on the line'y= -3x such that P and the point ($ 4) are the opposite
sides of the line 3x'-4y = 8, then

I /8\(a) * , ;, ,. -[;J

8 18\(b) , , s, y. 
1c.,|

8 /8\(c) ,=15,y=1S.,l

(d) None of the above

27, The value of the integral

r* xlosxl"dx
to 

6 + x2l2

is

(a) o

(c) 2log 5

(b) log2

(d) @
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2A. Firrd the glt-rbal rninimizers of the following function ;

. -ftx, ul=e*-u lsa-x

(a) All points along the X-a-xis

(lr) .All points along the Y-axi.s

(c) Global minimum of the function f(') does not exist

(cli None ol' the above

29. Fronr the two staternents-

{i) some cubs are tigers

(ii) sorne tigers are goats

we can conclude that

{a) some cubs are goats

(b) no cub is a goat

(c) all cubs are'goats

{d) None of the above

30. Let Xequal -L 0or I with equal probability and letY =lx|A simple calculation shows
cov (X, Y) equals

(a) I

(b) *l

(c) o .'
{d) None pf the above

31, Let A ancl B be the matrices of the same order, Consider the lbllorving statements ;

(i) The eigenvalues of A are equal to the eigenvalues of At, where Al is the transpose
of A.

(ii) The eigenvalues of AB are the product of the eigenvaiues of A itnd B.

(iii) The eigenvalues of (A + .Q are the sum of the individual eigenvalues of A and B.

Identify the correct statements.

(a) ' Only (i) and (ii)

tb) only (i) and (iii)

(c) (i), (ii) and (iii)

td) None of the above
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33. Find the matrix A50, when the matrix .4 is

A=(2 -11

[o t )
( zso ,_ r,so- r )(a) l' t '' 

Il0 I )

( zso -3+2so )(b) l- |\o I )

(c) {"o -r l :

I o ,)

(d) None of the above

32. If /(x) = x2 +2bx+2c2 and g(x) = -i2 -2*r+b2 are such that

min/(x) > maxg(x)

then we will have

(a) 
"2 

,2b2

(b) 2c2 < b2

(c) b2 +c2 i2

{d} None of the above

3+. If the function ,f :[L *) -+[L.) is delined by,f(x) =2xlx-r), then its inverse is

l-(a) ,{t + .tt - 2log, xl

1 

-

(b) 
;(r 

+.fTAGg.Vl

t_

(c) 
5(t+rit+4log, x)

(d) None of the above
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35. For a given real-valued function hlt), t) O, the l,aplace transform denoted by [1s1 is

defined by

[(.)= J*c-"th(f )dt

The Laplace transform of e-oth1t1 is

(a) h(s+a)

. [(")
s+a

(c), ah 1s;

(d) None of the above

- g6. Among the flour groups of letters from (a) to (d) given, three o[ them are alike in a certain

wey, *frit" o.r" i" different. Identify the one that is different."

(a) ALMZ

, (b) BTUY

(c) CPQX

(d) DEFY

A7, How many ways can k distinguishable balls be distributed into n urns so that there are

k, balls in urn i ?

(at klla'l 
1ir, *1, *,,. + kn )!

k!tbt 
----

tv,, krlk2l ... kr, I

(c) kr !k2 ! ,.. k,,.

(d) None of the above

,\n
s8. lim [+ I is equal to '

n -r-\ "/,I /

{a) o

(b) i

(c) F

(d) None of the above
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39. /1l3 is a chord of the para.bola U2 = 4ax with the end A at the vertex of the giyen
purabtrla. ilC is drawn perpendicular to AB meeting the a-xis of tir,: parab6t, .t c'l'he projccrron of BC on this axis is

(a) a

(b) 2a

(c) 4u

(d) Nohe of the above

40. The proberbilitli'thata numberselected at ra.ndom between 100 and 999 (both inclusive)
u'ill n<rt cont.aritr thc digit 7 is

,", l8/2s

{c} 729 / r0OO

(b) 16 /2s

(d) 27175

41' Iithc product of the roots of the equation x2 - Skx+2ea '- I = 0is 31, then the sunr
of the roots is ,

lut r0

(b) I

(c) 5

(d) None of the above

42. Let J':Z --+Z be a function defined by,f{x)=3x3 -x, where Z is the scr of integers
Then the function / is

(a) injective only

{c) bijective

((t) None of the above
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43. An equation of a tangent to the hyperboia

16x2 -25A2 -96x+ l0oY* 356 = o

which makes an angle n/4 with the transverse axis is

(a) A= x+2 F) A=2x-3

(c) g=x+6 (d) x=2A-3

,l
44. If sn =rtt-t-t)") forn2l, then as n-+€

sl+s2+"'+sn
n

converges to

(a) o

(b) I

1
lcl' ,' 

2

{d) None of the above

45. A triangle PQRis inscribed in the circle x2 + a2 =25' If Qand'Rhave coordinates (3' 4)

. and (-4, 3) respectively, then IQPR is equal to

7I (b) L(a) i 
t", 

3

,t (dl t(c) 4 
\u, 

6

46. If u= f3 l1bgzdzartd x = lX"bgzdz' then !9 is

(a) -4t5 t.z

(b) 35t5/2

(c) -36ts/2

(d) None of the above
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47. February 29', 1952 occurred

(a) Sunday

(b) Wednesday

{c) Friday

(d) None of the above

on rvhich day of the week?

Let /(x) be a polynomial function ancl satisfy the conditions

f (xlf {r / x) = .f {xl + f t|'l xl and /(3) = lg
Then the value of ,f (4) is given by

{a) os

(b) 62

(c) 60

(d) None of the above

49. How many squares are there in the given fig;re?

(a) 12

(b) 14

(c) l6

(d) None of the above

48.

50. For any three vectors a, b,.c
between ir and b is

5It(a, 
3

ifa+b*c= 0and I al= 3, lbl= 5and lcl= Z, then the. angle

nttb) :::
3

(d) +o
7l(c) -J
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51. Ganesh appeared for mathematics examination. He tried to solve correctly all the 100

problems given but some of them went wrong and scored 85' The score was calculated
' 

Ly subtracting two times the number of wrong answers from the correct ansrn'ers' Then

tie numbe. Jf lprout"ms solved correctly is

(a) 9s

(b) e2

(c) 90

(d) Nonc of the abovc

52. If the sum of the lengths of the hypotenuse and another side of a right-angled triangle is

' - given, then the "r.*if the triangie is maximum when the angli between those sides is

(a) 30 degrees

(b) 60 degrees

(c) 90 degrees

(d) None of the above

53. Determine the probability that after 2n tosses of a fair coin, there have been the same

number of heads as tails'

(2n\ l(ul \")p,

1(c) F
(d) None of the above

54, Let a,b be positive integers and let p be a prime.number such that gcd(cL p21 = p and

gcd(b, p3.l= p2 are satisfied, where gcd (', ')clenoies the greatest common divisor' Then

gcd(ab, pal *ltt be equal to

(ai p

(b) p2

(c) p3

(d) None of the above

(b) l'lJ.
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55. Let n be a positive integer such that (1+ iln = 4096 is true, where i2 = -1. Then the value
clf n is

, ia) 20

(b) 24

(c) 28

(d) None of the above

56. Identify the correct statements from the following :

(i) The diagonal entries of a skew-symmetric matrix are zero.

(ii) The determinant of a skew-symmetric matrix of order 3 will be always equal to
zero,

(iii) The determinant of an orthogonal matrix of order 3 will be always equal to zero.

(a) (i) and (ii) only

(b) (ii) and (iii) only

(c) (i) and iiii) only

(d) None of the above

57, By the transformation
tlzx'ct, u=x+ct

thc partial differential equation

02z(x, tl 02zlx,4=^-at2 - 
ox2

will rcduce to

02 zltt, u)ta, --; ^.- = Lr2 * rr2
dudu

(b) !'.fu ") = uu
dudu

(c) u'-'(?'l 
= gdudu

(d) None of the above
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58. Imagine thatyou have two empty stacks of integers, s1 and s2. Drarv a picture of each
stack after the execution of the following pseudocode ;

pushStack(s I , 3);
pushStack(s I , 5);

popStack(s 1, x);
v=v+ I

pushStack(s2, x);

l

(a) lrl lol
L-il lollt I l; I

L, L,q l
sl s2

(b) lal I It-,t tl
tz I I I

IgJ I I

sl s2

(c) I I lo I

I I 16lI I lul
l__l L:gl

sI s2

(d) None of the above
.l'*

59. Let X denote a random variable that takes on any of the values -t q l with respective
probabilities

P{X=*1}=0.'2, P{X= O}=0.5 and P{X=U=0.3
^Compute 

the expected value of E(X2).

(a) 0. 3s

(b) 0s
(c) O 625

(d) None of the above
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60. Suppose a.matrix A of order 3 has eigenvalues 1,2,4. What is the tracc ol .42?

(b) 7

td) 64

(a) 8

(c) 21

61. Il sirr-l ,-+sip-' U= {, ,n.., rve have cos-l.x+cos-I y-3'

.1Iral 
5

(b) L
6

(c) ._I

(cl) None of the above

62. Find a third eqr-ration that can be solved if x+ yrz= o ancl x -2y-z= I

{a) 3x+z=2

. 
(b) 

.39+22 
= 4

(c) 2x*y=1

(d) None of the above

63. For any real pumber a, lim .{[tJ, + a * Jil.is equal to
.( ., 9"

(a) @

tb) 0

(c) a

{d) None of the above
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O4. In 4 group of cows and hens, the number of legs are 14 more than twice the number of
: heads. Then the number of corrs rvill be

(a) 5

(b) 7

(c) 10

(d) None of the above

65. Evaluate thc following integral :

rdx
Jo 

11* x)2

(a) o

(b) I

(c) lntegral does not exist

(d) None of the above
;

66. With a 100 kHz clock frequency, eight bits can be serially entered into a shift register in

(a) 8 ms (b) 80 ms

(c) 8 lrs (d) 8o ps

67. The probability that a man who is 85 years old will die before attaining the age of 90 is

I/3. Four p.r"orru A1, A2, A3 and Ao are 85 years old. The probability that A, will die

before attaining the age-of 9o and will be the first to die is

31
(a)

228

(bl 13

282

65(cl n4

(d) None of the above
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68. Which one of the following formats of a digital image is odd-one-out?

(a) BMP ib) JPEG

(c) RLE (d) rrFF

69. In a triangle AEC, line -BP is drawn perpendicular to BC to meet CA in P such that

CA= AP. ft,en Bl is equal to
AB

(a) 2sin A

(b) 2sin B
:

(c) 2sin C

(d) None of the above

7f,. Suppose a matrix A is invertible and by exchanging its first two rows, you get the
matrix B. Then B is invertible and is obtained from the inverse of A by

(a) exchanging the firsi two rows of the inverse of A and keeping its remaining entries -

fixed

(b) exchanging the first two columns of the inverse of A and keeping its remaining
entries fixed

(c) exchanging the first two rows and columns of the inverse of A and keeping its
remaining entries fixed

(d) None of the above

71. Wh.:r is the decimal representation of the octal number (5f 735)8?

(a) 21469

(b) 21220

(c) 21008

(d) None of the above
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72. Find the shortest'distance from the origin to the surface delined by

x2 +8xY+7A2 =225

(a)

(b) 12

(c) 22

(d) None of the above

Tg.AandBarebrothers.candDaresisters'A'ssonisD'sbrother'HowisBrelatedtoc?

(a) Father

(c) Grandfather

(d) Uncle

74. If A and B are two events such that"

" -'ten Bl = 1 and PtA"\ =?P(AuBl=;, P, 4 t"'-3

where piA") denotes the probability of the complement of A, then P(Ac uB) is

ta) 5

t2

E

{b) r
9

(c) 
11

(d) None of the above

?5..Ina4-variableKarnaughmap,a2-variableproducttermisProducedbY

(a) a 2-cell grouP of ls

(b) an 8-cell grouP of 1s

(c) a 4-cell grouP of 1s

(d) a 4-cell grouP of 0s
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' 76, If z is a complex number and lies in the second quadrant, then in which quadrant of the
c-omplex plane, the complex number i? lies, where Z is the complex conjugate of z and
i2 = -l?

{a) First quadrant

(b) Second quadrant

(c) Third quadrant j

77. The sum of the roots of the equatio n 4x -3{2**3) +l2g= O is

'(a) o

(b) s

(.1 8

(d) None of the above

7a, In Gauss elimination method, the coefficient matrix is reduced into a

(a) diagonal matrix

(b) triqngular matrix

(c) unit matrix

(d) null matrix

79, Suppose f : A-+ B and g: B-+ C are functions. Consider the following statements :

(i) lt lg " fl is one-to-one and the function 1[ is onto, then the function g is one-to-one. '
(ii) If (g. /) is one-to-one, then the function / is one-to-one. " 

,(iii) lf (9" /) is onto and the function g is one-to-one, then the function / is onto.

Among the above statements, identify the correct statements

(a) (i) and {ii) only

(b) (ii) and (iii) only

(c) (i), (ii) and {iii)

(d) None of the above
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80. Arrange the following nunrbers in ascending order :

log(2+ 41, log2+log4, Io9(6-3), log5-log3

(a) logQ + 41, log2 + 1og4, log 6 - log 3, lo9{6 - 3J

(b) log2 + log4, log{2+ 4}, lo9(6 - 3), log 6 - Iog 3

(c) log 6 - Iog 3, Io9(6 - 3), Iog2 + Iog4, log(2 + 4)

(d) None of the above

r -x2
81, Consider the iimit firy. Ii l- m tfr" complex plane, rvhere Z is the complex conjugate of z'

z-tO\Z )

Then the values of the limit as z approaches zero along the redl axis' along the

imaginary axis and along the line U = x will be

(a) 1, 1,*1

(b) l, 1, 0

(c) -1, - 1, 1

(d) None of the above

g2, A computer science class consists of l3 females ancl 12 males. Six class members are to

be chosen at random to plan a picnic. What is the probability that exactly 4 females and

(b) o'2(a) 0' 1 tu, v'z

(c) 0' s (d) 0'4

(probability density function) rs 
0 < x S I

f t*) = 
{ o, erse

Then its mean and variance become

(a) r12, t/'r2

(b) r14, 1/16

(c) rl6, 1/17

td) None .rf the above
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84. If a circle passes through the point {$ 4) and cuts the circle x2 + A2 = a2 orthogonally,
the equation of the locus of its centre is

(a) 3x +4g = a2 +.25

tbl x+Bg=a2 +25

(c) 6x+8y=a.2 +25

(d) None of the above

85, A vector c perpendicular to the vectors 21+3J-kand i-2J+ksatisfying the condition
c (2i- j+k; = -6, where l, J and k are unit vectors aiong the X-, Y- and Z-axis
respectively, is

(a) -2i+j-k

(b) 2i* 3J+4k

(c) -3t+3J+3k

None of the above

86. Let R={ix, U} : x, ye A, X*y= 4l be.a relation, where A= {1,2,3,4,5}. Then R is

(a) reflexive, symmetric but not transitive

ib) symmetric but not reflexive and not transitive

(c) not rellexive, not s5rmmetric and not transitive

(d) None of the above

87. Which of the following ,operators in C++ can be overloaded?

(a) Conditional operator (?:)

(b) Scope resolution operator (::)

(c) Member access operator (.*)

(d) Relational operator (<-i
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88. Let r * 0 be a real number' Then the sum of the series
..')

,2 * ,' 
,. * _.:_ * ...' l+ 12 (1 + r2;2

is equal to

(a) @

-4(b) l+r"
1(c) ---;

l+r'

(d) None o{ the above

gg. How many even numbers in the range of i00-999 have no repeated digits?

(a) 2s8

(b) 328

(c) 368

{d) None of the above

go.AfrogStartsclimbinga3oftwall.Eachhouritclimbs3ftandslipsback2ft.How
,rt.rf hours does it take to reach the top and get out?

(a) 30

(b) 2e

(c) 28

, 
(d) None of the above

gl. A continuous random variate x has the probability density function (pdf)

flxl=--:-;, -@<x<@
l+ x'

Then the value of c is

(a) 1

I(b) :,2

1(c) ;

(d) None of the above
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92, If an integer needs two bytes of storage, then the maximum value of an unsigned integer is

(a) 2t6 - t (b) 2r5 - I

(c) 2tb (d) zts 
.

93. TheexpressionX =lA+B+C)(A +B+C'llA+B'+C)(A+ B'+C'l(A'+B'+C)isequivalent
to

(a) A(B+ C)+ BC &) A(B' + Cl

(c) AB' + BC' (d) None of the above

94, The output of the Program
maino

{int i=5; i=(++i}/(i++); printf ("7od",i);}

IS

(a) sF) I

(c) u ,0, 2

gS. T\uo finite sets have m and n elements respectively. The total number of subsets of the

Iirst set is 12 more than the total number of subsets of the second set. Then the values

of m and n respectivelY are

(a) 5, 3

(b) 6, 4

(c) +, 2

(d) None of the above

96. Amon{ the following statements, identify the number of correct statements :

(i) Let A be a set and suppose that xe A. Then x.e A is possible.

(ii) Qe {x, U,0} and 0E {x, y, Q}, where $ is the empty.set'

(iii) The number of elements of the power setof the power set of the empty set is 2.

(a) 1

(b) 2

(c) 3

(d) None. of the above
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97. Consider tne matrix A=l I L l. tn.r, the matrix A is

tt(., r v,)

(a) positive definite

(b) positive semi-definite only

(c) negative definite

(d) indefinite

98. Suppose u,, and un are sequences defined recursively by
tr, =Q Ul =land for n>\ un*, =(uri +unllZ un+l =(un+3unl/4

Then. the sequences {un } and {ur, } will become

(a) both increasing

(b) both decreasing

(c) one increasing and the other decreasin!

(d) None of the above

99. Consider the function.f(x) =,.""1- for x*0. Then the values of the limit of thel+erl'
. function /(x) when x'-+ O+ and x -+ 0- will be

- (a) BotJ. the limits do not exist

(b) 0, 0 respectively

(c) O, I respectively

(d) None of the above

1OO. If u = arctan x, then

,* *2rd2u +z*4!' 'drz dx

will be equal to

(a) x

(b) u

(c) I

(d) None of the above

27 /22
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1O1. The period of the function f lxl = co*2 3, + tan4x is

(a) 7t

(b) n /3

(c) n l6

td) None of the above

lO2. Find the binary representation of the number 2159.

(a) 1OO 001 IO1 10

(b) 110 01i 101 1i 1

(c) 101 101 001 1OO"

(d) None of the above

1o3. 'l'he error quantity which must be adcled to the true representation of the quantity in
order that the result is exactfy equal to the quantity we are seeking to generate is called

. {a} truncation error

(b) round-off error

(c) relative error

td) absolute error

1o4' Identify the types of singularity of the folltrwing compiex functions, both at z = a :

(i) ftzt=+

(a) Both are removable singularities

(b) Both are essential singularities

(c) Essential and removable singularitigs

(d) Removable'ancl essential singularities

(ii) dz) - z3 -,"[:)
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1O5. Find the sum of all the

(a) 32388

(b) 3s392

(c) 38396

(d) None of the above

106. Let n>3
propertY

(a) 1

numbers between 100 and 1000 which are divisible bY 14

be an integer and let A = {1 Z 3, "', nl'
that Bwl\2l= A2

How many subsets B of A have the

(b)

(d)(c)

1O?. Let {sr, } be a sti:quence dehned by

-

l"b2 * sf,
s" = {;;l-'

the recurrence relation

for n) I

where b->aand st =o>0.
Then lim.sn is equal to

(a) @

(b) b

(c) a+b

(d) None of the above

1O8. The age of a father is twice that of the elder son. Ten years hence the age of the father

will be three times that of the younger son. If the difference of ages of the two sons is

15 years, the age of the father will be

(a) 50 years

(b) 60 Years

(c) 65 Years

(d) None of the above
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1o9. A five-figure number is form.ed by. the.d,_gi!, o, r,2,3,4 without repetition. Theprobability that the number formed is aiviriure uy + i, '

(a) 9/16 (b) 's/r6

(c) 7 I 16 r.{r rrr^-^ ^r .,- ,(d) None of the above

f fO. Consider the following statements :

(i) Suppose A is a matrix such that det(A) = 0. Then at least one of the cofactors must. be zero.

(ii) Suppose A is a matrix in which all its entries are either 0 or r. Then det(A) will be

(iii) suppose A is a matrix in which det(A) = o. Then all its principal minors will be zero.
Identify the wrong statements

(a) Onty (i) and (ii)

(b) only (i) and (iii)

(c) (i), (ii) .r,j 1iiil

(d) None of lhe above

f l1. One of the disadvantages of raster scan display is

(a) it cannot display colour images

(b) lines may appear jagry

(c) it cannot take advantages of technological research and mass production of the rtelevision industry r"qse Hi

(d) None of the above

ll2' what are the next two terms in the sequence lz, 15, 26,22,3s,2g,..., ...?
(a) 42, SO

(b) 48, 40

(c) 46, s8

(d) None of the above
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lls.Aballisdrawnfromanurncontainingthree.whiteandthreeblackballs.Aftertheball
isdrawn,itisthenrepiacedandanotherballisdrawn.Thisgoesorrindefinitely.What
is the probabitity thai of the first four balls drawn, exactly two are white?

.3(a) ;
)(b) :
9

5.(c) 
11

(d)' None of the above

"1 14. \t qb * O, the equation 
o

ox2 +2xY+ bg2 *'.: *2bg = g

represents a pair of straight lines' if

(a) a2 +b2 =2
(b) ab=2

i.) q+b =2
(d) None of the above

1ts, Let 9(x) = ljftO dt, where the function 'fO is such that

-! -. ffrt S 1 for Osf < I and 0s-f(t)<] fot t <t <2
2-tr" 

vir-'re"- --J\' 
2

Then 9(2) satis{ies the inequality

11(a) - ,< dz) <,

tb) o < g\zl'z
3(c) :<g\ls3

(d) None of the above

116. Bill and Gates go target shocting together' Both shoot at a targei at the same time'

Suppose, Bill hits the target *itil proUability O'7, whereas Gates' independently' hits

the target with probability 0 ' Givln that the target is hit, what is the probability that

Gates hits it?
l9(a) G

{b) ll
21

r3
'27

(d) None of the above
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lLl , If cos e = cos c cos B, tlien the product

(0+a\ /0-a\t""[ , J,""[ , J

is equal to
/\

(a) tur,2 [9-')
\2)

(o) tr"'(9)

(c) trrr2[9)
\2)

(d) None of thi above

118. Supposetherootsofaquadraticequationare(815) and-(T/sl.whatisthevalueofthe
eoefficient of the x-term, if the equation is written in the standard forrn ax2 + bx + c = 0with a = l?

(a) 215

(b) 7 /s
(c) 1I /s

119. Find the number of ways a postman can deliver four letters, each to the wrong address.

(a) 7 F) 8

(c) s (d) 10

12o. Find the length of the 3-D curve dehned in parametric form as

x = ctt2, a=2at and z=at in Os t < 1

(a) 
filsros5+ 

t2)

(b) a(Slog 7+81

(c) 
f,eloss+?

(d) None of the above

ri-?
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1. A binary tree has 9 nodes. In-order and pre-order of the tree are as follows :

In-order :EACKFHDBG
Pre-order:FAEKCDHGB

What is the post-order traversal?

(a) Ec'[AHB"GDE
(b) EKCAHBGDE.
(c) KFAECDHcB
(d) None of the above

2. A bus has exactly six stops on its route. The bus frrst stops at stop one and then at
stops two, three, four, five and six respectively. After the b"us leaves stop six, the bus
turns and returns to stop gne and repeats the cycle. Thesi stops are ai six buildings
that are, in alphabetical order L, M, N, O, P and Q. Some other information about the
stops are as follows :

P is the third stop.

M is the sixth stop.

O is the stop immediately before e.
N is the stop immediately before 

^L.

In case N is the fourth stop, which among the following must be the stop immediately
before P?

3.

(a) o
(b) a
(c) iv

(d) L

A differential equation in determinant is given by

I a@t u'@l I

l.;"; ;"; l= 
o

where gt(xl = w is the derivative of y with respect to x. what to state
differential equation solutions?

(a) It has no solution

(b) It has finite number of solutions

(c) It has countable number of solutions
(d) It has tincountable number of solutions

about the
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4. What will be printed from the following program block?

{
char s1[501 = "xYzt" t

ch'ar *s2 = '>qyat'
int dif;
dif = strcmp(s1,s2)
prind("\n %d", dif);
)

(a) I

(b) 2s

(c) ls
(d) -1

S. What will be the eigenvalues of the lower,triangular matrix defined by

Ir o oltt
' I 5 -1 0 l?lr

LB -2 2)

(a) l, 2,'-L
(b) 1, 5, 9
(c) 5, 8, -2
(d) None of the above

6.. MPEG in'multimedia system stands for

(a) Motion Phase Experts Group

(b) Motion Picture Experts Group

(c) Media Phase Experts Group

(d) Media Picture Experts GrouP

l. A survey recently conducted revealed that'marriage is fattening. The survey.found that
on an average, women gained 23 pounds and men gained 18 pounds during 13 years of
marriage: The answer to which arnong the following questions would be the most
appropriate in evaluating the reasoning presented in the survey?

(a) Why is the time period of the survey 13 years, rather than 12 or L4?

(b) Did any of the men surveyed gain less than 18 pounds during the period he was
married?

(c) How much weight is gained or lost in 13 years by a single people of comparable
age to those studied in the survey?

(d) When the sunrey was conducted were the women as'active as the men? '
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B. Which of the graph traversals of an unweighted graph can be used to generate path in
ascending order of length of the irath?

(a) BFS

(b) DFS

(c) Any of the above

(d) None of the above

9. The inverse of a skew-symmetric matrix of odd order

(a) is a symmetric matrix

(b) is a skew-symmetric matrix

(c) is a diagonal matrix

(d) does not exist

10. Five educational lilms A, B, C, D ald E are to be shown to a group of students. The hlms
are to be shown in a particular order which conforms to the following conditions :

A must be shown earlier than C..

B must be shown earlier than D.

E should be the fifth film shown.

Which among the following is an acceptable order for showing the educational films?

(a) A, C, B, D, E

(b) A, c, D, E, B

(c) B, D, C, A, E

(d) B, D, E, A, C

11" Find the sum of the infinite series of complex numbers given by

i (t + ?4e, where i2 = -rHErc
k=l r

I(a) @ (b) 
;(1+ 4

(c) l-?:i
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L2.

(i) ;et Abe a square matrix such that Aloo - I implies A is invertible.

(ii) When A, Bareinvertible matrices of same size, then eBe-L = Bwill be satisfied'

o*WhenAisinvertible,then(A+At)isinvertible,whereAtisthe!ransposeofA.

From the above, identiff the assertion(s) which is/are not necessarily true'

(a) (i) onlY

(b) (i) and (ii) onlY

(c) (ii) and (iii) onlY

(d) None of the above

six scientists A, B, c, D, E and P are to present a paper each at a one-day conference'

Three of them will present their papers itt trr" moming session before the lunch bleak

*i"r""u the other three will be piesented in the afternoon session' The lectures have to

be scheduled in such a way that they comply with the following restrietions :

B should present his paper immediately before cs presentation; their presenta-

tions cannot be separated by the lunch break'

D must be either the first or the last scientist to present his paper' /

In case C is to be the fifth scientist to present his paper, then B must be the

(a) first

(b) second

(c) third

(d) fourth

Consider the following statement :

" Lct A, B be square matrices of same size'

Some,conclusions may be derived as foltows :

(i) lf A, B are invertible, then 43= BAwill be satisfied'

(ir) If t1.e matrix {AB) is invertible, then (t4B)-1 = ((trtAt)-')t *itt be satislied, wherb

t denotes the'transPose.

(iii) lf A, Bare invertible, then B-1 = A-r -B-r{B-Aln-t will be satisfied'

From the above, identiff which conclusion(s) is/are true'

(a) (i) only

(b) (i) and (ii) onlY

(c) (ii) and (iii) onlY

(d) None of ttre above

13.

t4.
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15. The following functions are defined on the real line.:

[0, when x is ration6l
' ft(x) ='l

L 
1, when x is irrational

rdentiff the correct "rt:];*ax{o 
x}

(a) fy f z have uncountable number of points of non-differentiability

(b) ft, f, have countable number of points of non-differentiability

(c) fp fz have finite number of points of non-differentiability

(d) None of the above

16. As l,ava is related to Volcano. which of the following relations stands valid?

(4 Ice : Glass

(c) Stream : Geyser

L?. End-around carr5r (EAC) generated in l's complement arithmetic should be

(a) discarded

(b) added to the result

(c) subtracted'from the result

(d) preserved for the next operation

18. Which of the following words is most opposite in peaning to the word ABATE?

(a) Attach

(b) Alter

{c) Assist

(d) Augment
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19. Consider the following program sigrnent :

for $ = q j = strlen(s) - 1; i < i i + +, j --)
{

b=sFli
slil = sLil;
sU] = c;
x=c*5;

)
J

In the above, x =c* 5; is

(a) dead code

(b) IooP invariant

(c) basic code

lf the above(d) None of the above

zo.Theequationoftheplanepassingthroughthepoint(1,s_allvinsnormalvector
4ti - ti i - 3k, where ;, j ana L 

"r" 
.rnit vectors in the X-,Y- and Z-ditection respectively,

will be

(a) 4lx - l7g - 3z- 39 = 0

(b) 2lx-2Y- 3z- 19'= O

(c) x+59-z-29=O
(d) None of the above

21. OPIAB and SYMTAB are data structures used by

(a) assembler

(b) loader

(c) comPiler

(d)' parser

. 22. lf x4 = 16 then what will be ttre value of 4x?

(d) L2(c) L6

. 29. Irt I be a set of letters, d the set of -digits and o the set of other symbols,

' th.en l.'$ldlo)* *./ is
ta) comm€nt string in Pascal or C lairguage

(b) grammar of the comment sfring in Pascal or C language

(c) . deterministic finite automatd of the @mnrent string in Pascal or C language

(d) regular ercpression of the comment,string in Pascal or c langu4ge
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24. Fora function (sequence) delined bythe rules s(t)= l, s(? =2and.s(n+ 1) =2s(rl-s(n- l),
the values of sg), s{S and s(Q respectively are

(a) 4, 5, 6 (b) 4, 5, I

(c) 5, 6, 11 (d) S, 6, z

25. The truth value of the formula [(-(p r d -rr) +) --r(r. -+ s]1, if trut]r value of p be true, q be. false, r be tnre and s be false, is

(a) tautolory

(b) true

(c) false

(d) invalid

26. Mohan drives to Sushil's house at an average speed of 40 mph. If he can drive 2/3 of
the way in an hour, how far away is Sushil,s house?

' (b) 20 miles

(c) 80 miles

(d) 5O milesD

27. Cqnsider the following sta.tements and determine which of the options is valid :

(i) Compilers synthesise target progrErms.

' (ii) Right recursion is preferred over left recursion for recurlive ,descent parsing.

(iii) The LL(k) grammars enhance the efficiency of th'e bottom-up parsers.

(lv) Parse trees graphically eftibit the derivation of a rvord using the grammar of a
language.

(a) Only (i) is true

(b) Only (i) and (ii) are true

(c) Only. (i) and (iii) are true

(d) Only (i) and (iv) aie true

28, Thefunctions/andgaredelinedby flx)-;12x+11 and glx)=3forallnumbersx.What
is the least value of c for which f(q-= ddi ' -

(a) 1 F) -1

(c) 2 (d) -2
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Zg. If' a frle of size n = 100O takes 5 ms for sorting using heap-sort _algorithm, 
then

approxirirately how much time would it take to sort a file of size n = 1000000000000?

Assume that atl data are available in the main memory'

(a) 2O ms

(b) 5o0000o000 ms

(c) 200000O0 ms

(d) 2O0OO0ooo0o ms

rdom variable and for a fixed x' set30. I*t zbe a standard normal ,u. 
,r. if z> x 

tor a Ilxec x' ser

" = to, otherwise

What wilt be EIX!?

(a)o F) 1

1 -r2(c) !-e-T (d) x

x) and *.*^n** t,(*l= 0, then /(x) will be equal to31. If y=sin(sin^y ^.,* d*2 
. dx*

(a) sin2 xsin(cosx)

^ 

'"'*--o ^t

(b) sinz xcos(cosx)

(d) cos2 xsin(sinx)

g2.Whatwill.bethevalueofthefollowingcomputation?

. roq +2x2ocr+3i2oc. +... +2o*'ocro

(a) 38ox22o

(c) 2ox238

(d) None of the aborre '

. 33. In a certain code, GIGANTIC is written as GIGTANCI. How will MIRACLES be written in

that code?

(a) MIRLCAES

\esE(b) MIRLACSE

{") RIMCALSE
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g4. If X, has mean 1 and variance 5 w-hile X, has T"*:'2 and variance 5, and the two are

- independent, find the variance of (Xr +ZXr-31'

(a) 25

. (b) is
(g) 36

(d) None of the above

85. What is critical section of a program?

. (a) A part of OS not allowed to be accessed by any process

. (b) A part of memory to be used by the OS only

(c) A set of instructions that access mufually exclusive shared resource

. (d) None of the above

(r * sr')*^06. rv,[}rat will be the value .f .,l*|.ffi,J- ?

(a) e-r

(b) ,e
(c) e2

(d) Limit does not exist

97. Choose the odd one.

tdt Potassium

(b) Silicon

(c) Gallium

(d) Zirconium

gg. Consider the two complex-valued functions of complex variable defined by

ftlzl = *2 - 92 + x + i@x+ gf and fzl4 =2x2 + y+ i{g2 - xl

where z = x +iy is cornplex variable so that i2 = -L

Then, for any complex number a identiff the correct statement.

(a) Both /, o1a .fz are analYtic

(b) /, is analytic but rtlot f,
(c) 1, is anrfYtic but not fi
(d) Both /, and /2 are not analYtic
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g9. Suppose three boxes contain a mixture of white and btack balls. The Iirst box contains

12 white and 3 black balls; the second cohtains 4 white and 16 black balls and the

tt ira contdins 6 white and 4 black balls. A box is selected at random trrd l single lfl.is
chosen from it. The choice of the box is made accordin! to a throw of a fair die. If the

number bf spots on the die is 1, the firsJ box is.selected. If the riumber of spots is 2 or 3,

, the second box is selected; otherwise (the number of spots is equal to 4, 5 or 6) the third

box is chosen. Find tl.e probability that a white ball is chosen.

(b) 22145

(d) 113..

two discrete random variables with joint probability mass function
.10.

The values of E(X) and B(X$ respectively are

(a) rl2
(c) 3/ 10

I,et X and'Y be
given by

(a) 1, o

(c) o, 1

$ 6870

$ 43s1

X=-1 X=0 X= 1

Y=-1 Llt2 3l12 I lt2
Y=O tlt2 ol12 t/12

Y=1 I lt2 3112 Ll 12

(b) 0, 0

(d) 1, 1

(b) $ s326

(d) $ 6ee7

41. Naphthalene is related to woollen in the same way as antibiotic is related to
-4

(a) gerrn

(b) iminunitY

(c) disease

(d) bodY

42. If f(x) is a potynomial of degree 8 and ,f(x)/(r lxl= f lxl+ f (1lx), then /(x) is

" 
(a) an odd function

(b) an even function

(c) neither even nor odd function

(d) None of the aboYe

49. Suppose $ g993 is deposited in a savings account which earns 4'3o/o interest' wnal i1

the approximate com'pound amount after hffo years if the interest is compounded

continuouslY?

I't
(c)
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44. Given the following definiton, which answer points to contents in x?

int x; int *p= &x; int*p= &p;

(a) p

(c) * *p

45. The period of lsin x | - lcos x I is

(a) 2n

(bI n

(c) TE /2

(d) . None of the above

(b) &p

{d} *p

46. DWH is related to WDS in the sarne way as FUL is related to

(a) uFo (b) oFU

(c) FoU (d) ELv

(b) 4

(d) -2

/;\-
47. The derivative 

"r "*-,[;*;.) *tn respect to Jti at r = t /2 is

(a) 2

(c) 1

48. The digit in the unit place of the number 183!+ 3183 i*

(a) 7 (b) 6

(c) 3 (d) 4

49. A self-complemented distributive lattice is called

(a) Boolean algebra

{b) self-dual lattice

(c) modular lattice

(d) complete lattice
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SO. If there is an error of ko/o in measuring the edge of a cube, then the percent error in
estimating its volume is

(a) k

(b) sk

(c) k l3
(d) None of the above

51. What is the number that comes next in the.following sequence?

(a)' 32

(c) 62

+, 6, 12,. 14, 28, 30, ,,.

52. Theequationof acuryepassingthrough"(! 7 /2Jandhavinggradient t-,,t/x2)att-rc, giis

a

{a) u=x' +x+1

(b) xg=112+x+1

(c) .lry=x*1

53. What will-be the value of the following expression in c language?

6<7>5
(a) True (b) False

(c) 1 (d) 2

54. The solution of the differential equation (t- g*9+(1+x)y= O is
dx

(a) loelrUl *x-Y=s
(b) loelrryl *x*g=s

. (c) loglryl -x-A=.
(d) None of the above

55. The highest normal form for a relation with two attributes is

(a) 1NF P) 2NF

(c) 3NF (d) BCNF

(b) 60

(d) 64
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56' lat x be a Poisson random variable with pararneter 1,. what will be the value ofP(Xis even) i-- p(X is od{ ?

I ^^(a) 1(t + e-zr;
2

1tut itr- r-rlt

(c) e-2L

(d) None of the above

5?. Which of the following is not a DDL statement?

(a) AITTER

(b) DROP

(c) GRANT

(d) CREATE

58. tf f (xl = cos(togx), then f (if[-iVt* /0+ f@itthas the value

(a) -2
(b) -l
(c) +

(d) None of the above

59' which of the{oll'owing orderings, frorri -i", """.otable to least acceptable levels ofcohesion, is correct?

(a) Sequential, Communicational, procedural, Ircgicat
(b) Procedural, Communicational, Temporal, Logical
(c) Functional, procedural, Sequential, Logical

(d) None of the above

@' Ram walks 1o meters in front and l0 meters to the right. Then every time turning to hisl!ft',l" *+" 5 meters, 15 meters and 15 *.a.;;r""p."ur.ty. How far is he from his

(a) 5 meters

(c) tS meters

(d) 20 meters
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' 61. If q, 52 and 53 be respectively the sum of n, 2nand.3nterms of a Gp, ,1r"r, 
st(5s -Sz)

is equar to 
(sz -$)2

(a) 1 (b) 2

(d) 4(c) 3 (a) 4

62, The equivalent of (3124)4 to base 3 is
(a) 277

{c) 22oar 
F) 21ooo

(d) 17010

/ c "\6a. If sin-r[ *"r- ,i I = logo, then !! equats
\x-+a') dx

(a) x {b} a
a'x2

,)o

{c) i,' - oi (d) a
x'+a' x

64' Let (h, k) be a lixed point, where h> g k> 0. A straight line i:assing through this pointcuts the positive direction of the coordinate axes at the points p and p. 'ili,lctr 
"f 

,h.following is the minimum area of the triangr e ope, o being the origin?
(a) hk

(b) 2hk

(c) lnx
2

(d) None of the above

65. Alpha testing is a type of
(a) . verification testing

(c) mutation testing

(d) regression testing

66. The areactf the region bounded by the parabola U= x2+ Iand the straight line x + A= 3
is given by

4S(a) ; F) ?9
4

,t 
(d) -9tc' i8 2
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67. A moving-arm disk storage with one head has 200 tracks per recording surface. Disk
rotation speed is 2400 r.p.m. and track storage capacit5r is 6gsoo bits. What wiu be the
transfer time?

(a) 3-75 Mbits/sec

(b) 4.25 Mbits/sec

(c) 2.5 Mbits/sec

(d) l-5 Mbits/sec

68; The population of a country increases at a rate proportional to the number of
inhabitants.-If the population doubles in 30 years, then-ths population will triple in
approximately how many years?

(b) 4s

(c) 48

(d) s1

69. If it was Saturday on 17th December, 1982, what will be the day on 22nd December,
1984?

(a) Sunday

(b) Monday

(c) Friday

(d) Saturday

7o' 
'!_? !., 

c.are in AP, then ax+bg+c=0 will always pass through a fixed point whose
coordlnates a.re

(a) (L -21 F) (-1,2)
, (c) lt,zy (d) (-t+ -21

71. rhe value "f riq.ffi i"

(a) o F) I

(c) 2 d)l,2

72' Which process model is appropriate for automating an existing manual system?
(a) Waterfall model

(b) Prototyping modet

(c) Spiral model

(d) None of the above
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73.

75.

rf y = tan-l # - tan-r i*, trrer- dv / dx is given bv

(d r/(1 +x21 
.

(c) 2x /lt+ x2l

(b) t llr- xzl

(d)' 0

irnnlemented as an 1 is, say g[5], with F (front] and
A circular queue is implemented as an alTay of live element

R (rear) pointers initialized as F = R = -1. Assuming thatF points one position below the

actual front element, whereas R points to the actual rear element, what would be the

,"lrr"" of F and R 
"ite,. 

the following sequence of operations (D : delete; I: insert)?

LL/,.D, I,D, I, I, I,D

(a) P=/R=L
(b) P=lR=2
(c) P= t R= 1

(d) None of the above

What will be printed from the following C script?

if ("RAM'= = "RAM")
printf fTRUE")

else
.printf fFALSEI

(a) True

(b) False

(c) Compilation Error

(d) Runtime Error

A relation R(,1 4 Q, D) has the set of functional dependencies {B -> q c -+ A, B -+ D\'

which of ttre following decompositions is dependency preserving?

(a) R1(q 4 R2(c, B Dl

(b) Rl(4 q qR2(B D)

(c) . R1(q AlR2lAb B Dl

(d) All of the above

L- -:l^- ^aTheequationsx-9=4andx2+4x!+a2=orepresentthesidesof

an equilateral triangle

a right-angled triangle

an isosceles triangle

None of the above

76.

77.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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78. .If two relations have no attributes in common, then natural join

(a) is a cross product

(b) is a non-equig'oin

(c) yields no resul t

(d) cannot be performed

79. The circles whose equations xe x2 +a2 +c2 =2ex and. x2 +a2 +c2 =2bvwill touch
. one other externally if

111
lal 

-!+=_b2 .2 o2

tul 1*-1-- 1

c2 a2 b2

I .1 ilcl _-L_=_
a2 b2 .'c2

(d) None of the above

80. Which of the following statements is false?

(a) Paging suffers from internal fragmentation

(b) Segmentation suffers from external fragmentation

(:) Segments can be paged

, (d) Pages cannot be segmented

81. A constructor is invoked when

(a) a class is declared

(b) a class is used

(c) an cibject is declared

(d) an object is used

A2' If the chord of contact of tangents from a point.P to a given circle passes through ethen the circle on fe as diameter

(a) cuts the given circle orthogonally

(b) touches the given cirble externally

(c) touches the given circle internally

(d) None of the above
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83. If + means +, - meatxs i, * mean$ + and x means -, then what will be the value of the
expression 36x 12 + $ + $v) : l,t
(a) 2

(b) 18

(c) 42

(d) None of the above

84. Thi vertices of the hyperbola 9x2 -16g2 -36x+ 96A-25,2= O are

(a) (6 3), (-? 3)

(b) (6 3), (-q 3)

(c) (-6 3), (-6 - 3)

(d) None of tJ,.e above

85. The simplified expression for the SOP expression t(L q tr 7, g,1L lq 15)corresponding

r to the inputs ABCD is !

(a) D' (b) A'+ D'

(c) A'B+ C'D (d) A+ B+ C+ D

86. lf P(X, Y) be any point of ellipse l6x2 12592 = 4QO and fi = (q O), & = (-3 0), then
PF, + PF, equals

(a) 6 (b) 8

(c) 'rO (d) t2

A7. Which of the following is not a storage class supported by C++?

(a) Auto

(b) Register

(d) Mutable :

t8. The equation of the plane containing the line += #=+ and the point

(QZ-4is
(a) x+g+z=l
(b) xrgl*z=2
(c) x*!*z=O
(d) None of the above
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89. Which of the following is true for tinkage editor?

(a) It is used to edit programs which have to be later linked together 
-

(b) It links object modules and resolves e:dernal references between them before
loading

(c) It links object modules during compilation

(d) It resolves erternal references between object modules during oresution

90. The angle between two diagonals of a cube is
l'

(a) 
"o"-t 

j F) cos-r I
(c) cos-r f (dl ;

91. The number of boys in a class is three times the number of girls. Which of the following
numbers cannot represent tl:e total number of students in the class?

(al 40 (b) 42

(c) 44 (d) 48 i

92. In a complete graph of n vertices, how many Hamiltonian circuits are possible?

(a) nt

(b) n2

(c) nn

{d) None of the above

93. U the vecto rs i - Zxj -3y[ and i - Sxi - ZgE are orthogonal to each other, then the locus
of the point (:c, I is 

,

(a) a circle

(b) an ellipse

(c) a parabola

(d) a straight line

94, What is the data stnrcture used by the macropnocessor to expand nested macrocalls?

(a) Multitist

(b) Ttee

(c) Stack

(d) Heap
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95. The angle between d and d i. ff, and the projection of d in the direction of d i" -9,
J3

ttren ldl is equal to

(a) 6 F) +
(c) L2 (d) 4

96. The variance of the first n natural numbers is

(a) # FI+
(c) + (d) +

97. A dice is rolled three times, What is the prob'ability of getting a large number than the

previous number?

(a) + F) +\q/ Zrc 54

(c) * {d) *

98. Consider the following statements :

Some camels are shiPs.

No shiP is a boat'

Some conclusions may be derived as follows :

(i) Some ships are camels

(ii) Some boats are camels,
' (iii) Some camels are not boats.

(iv) All boats are camels

Which of the above is/are followed from the above-given.two statements?

(4 Only (i) follows

(b) Only (ii) and (iii) follow

(c) Only (i) and (iii) follow

(d) Only (i) and (iv) follow

-99. If two events A and B arc such that P(Ac)=O'q P(A =O'4,PlAaB")=O'5, then
-l

PIB I Au Be) is equal to

(a) o'20 F) o'2s

(c) o'30 (d) o'3s
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1oo. The angle between the minute hand and the hour hand- gf a clock tghpn the time is

7 :20 AM, is

(a) 1O0 degrees

(b) 1O4 degree

(c) tob degrees

(d) 112 degrees

1O1. If sinA = sinB and cosA = cosBr then the value of A irr terms of B is

(a) rar,+ B (b) ' nn + (-1}" B

(c) 2rut+ B (d) 2rn- B

tOZ. An aeroplane flying horizontally 1 km above the ground is observed..lre".olqyation.of
6O degries and after 10 seconds the elevation is observed to be 3O degrees. The

uniform speed of the aeroplane in kilometers per hour is

(b) 24O

(c) 24aJ3

(d) None of the above

1O3. In a class of 55 shrdents, the number of students sttrdying different subjects is 23 in
Mathematics, 24 in Physics; 19 in Chemistry, 12 tn Mathematics and Physics, 9 in

' Mathematics and Chemistry, 7 in Physics and Chemistry and 4 in all the three subjects.
The number of sttrdents who have taken exactly one subject is

(b) 7(a) 6

(c) e (d) 22

1O4, At the end of a conference, all the ten people present shal<e hanaJwiUr each other once,

How many handshakes will there be altogether?

(a) 20 (b) 4s

' (c) ss (dl eo

1O5. If a andF are the roots ,gf x2 -2x+4=Q Oren uo+$n is equal to

(a) zn cos) (b) z" .or@+J*

(c) 2n+t 
"o"ffi 

(d) ,n*t *"W.---g 3
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106. +=tr. 
tlt fJ is equar to

(bI -32

(d) | l16

1O7. If therootsof theequation l2x2 -mx+ 5=0areintheratio2:3,thenmisequalto

(a) 2^m

(b) s,/io

(c) 3^/m

(d) None of the above

1O8. In a round-robin CPU scheduling algorithm, let s represent the time for context switch,

q denote the time quantum and r denote the average time a process runs before

blocking on I/O. What will be the CPU efficiency if s < g < r?

f
(a) t

r+s

(b) -:-r+s

(c) q

q+s

(d) None of the above

1o9. lt Iflxldx= elxl, tten J/-r(x)dx is equal to

(a) s-r(x) (b) xf -rt:4- g(/-t(r))

(c) xf-t&l- s-ru;l (d) f-L(*l

l1O. Consider a logical address space of I piges each of 1024 words mapped into memory of

32 frames. How many bits are there in the physical address?

(a) ls F) 13

(c) 11 (d) e
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1ll. The value of (PvQln(P+&a(Q+S) is equivalent to

(a) S+R (b) R-+S

(c) Sa R (d) SvR

Lt,2. In a connected graph of n vertices, what will be the length of a Hamiltonian path (if it '
exists)?

(al n

(c) n- I

113. A relation Ron a set A ={1;Z q4, S} is defined by xRy:x+l=y. What is R3?

(a) (L 3), (2 +)) (b) (L s1, g qy

(c) (t,4), (2 5)) (d) (L 4), (4, s))

11+. Suppose X is a continuous random variable with density function f : EllX - A ll which is
minimized when A is equal to

(a) median

(b) mode

(c) mean

'd deviation(d) standard deviation 
t

115. What wilt be the value of tl:e integral !w'au, where the path of integration Cis the ,
c

quErrter circle defined by the pararireter variable t-as x=4cost, u=4sinf and
0<t<rc/2?

(a) 4n

(b) 8n

(c). LOn

(d) None of the above

(b) n+ I

(dl n/2
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116. Sanjay has 7 friends.In how many ways ban he invite one or more friends at dinner?

(a) t25 (bI t26

(c) r27 {d} r28

LtT. What will be the value of 4tan-r|*t.t-r fie

(a) n (bl n/2

(c) Tc 13 (d) tt /4

118. What will be printed from the following block?

d=0;
for (i = 1; i<31; ++i)

for 1i = 1; j<31; ++31

for {k = 1' k<31; ++k)
if {((i+j+k)%31-=6;

d = d+1;
printf{"%d", d);

(a) 9000

(b) 271oo

(c) 3ooo

(d) None of the above

119. The total number of ways in which three distinct nurirbers in AP can be selected from
the set {1, 2, 3, .,,, 24} is equal to

(a) 66

(b) r32

(c) ige

(d) None of the above

I.2O. The minimum number of colors needed to color a graph having n(> 3) vertices and
2 edges is

(a) 4

(cl ,2

(b) 3

(d) I
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2.

1. Given /(x) is differentiable and f '(41* 5, find

,r*fl4l-f&21x-s2 x -2
(a) oe

(b) o

(c) s

(d) -zo

.. i
llll1 

- 

lS
x-+0 | +ellx

(a) o

(b) 1

(c) *
(d) Does not exist

The fourth power of

(a) s + 2J3

Ib) 3+2Jd

7+3JS(c, T
(d) None of these

3.

4. At what time between 3 and

(a) 49fi minutes past 3

(b) 16fr minutes past 3

(c) 10|$ minutes past 3

(d) a3fr minutes past 3

How many numbers from 1

(a) 266

(b) soo

(c) 333

(d) None of these

4 otlock are the hands of a clock together?

to 1000 are.not divisible by 2, 3 and 5?5.
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6.' Express (4312)t as a number in base 10.

(a) sa2

(b) sr2

(c) s62

(d) s82

7. Aand Bcanreap afield in 8 days, Band Cir- t2 days and CandAin 16 days' How

long will they take to reap the field, if. they work togethqr!

(a) {{ aays

(b) f$ aays

(c) ff aays

(d) 1l days

8' If cr is a reneate] 

,':"::r;;' ..;-.;= 
0' then

x-)o lx-sl"
rS

(a) o

(b) r
(c) p

(d) t
9. A triangle has two of its vertices at P(1, 0) and Q(O, 1). The third vertex R(x, y) moves

along the line A = x. ,et A represent the area of the triangle. Find #'
(a) o

(b) 1

(c) +

(d) +

10. If O < sf < 1, then which of the followlng can be true?

(a) s<-1 andt>O
(b) s<-landf<-1
(c) s>landt>1
(d) s>-1 andt<.-1
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ll,.Accr-taincakorecipo.stetds.thatthocrkU.shgrddbEbalcdin'apahofS.cmdiameter'
lf you want to make . "rt" of same depth ttut 12 crn irr diameter, by what factor

"torria v""-t""i"pr, the recipe ingredients?

(a) 2+

. (bl 2+

.i (c) 1+

(d) 1+

L2. Xis normally distributed with mean _2qdvariance 4, i.e., { - N(-2,4)' Find al"xI

(s) 1

(bl ea

(c) e2

13. For what value of x is Si(x-t)2 + lx-212 +(x-02 +lx-V2 minimum?

(a) 4

(b) 6

(c) 7

'(d) None of these

:]4.ThedensitypofauniformcylinderisdeterminedbymeasuringitsmassrrLlengthl
and diameier d. calcui;,#;ptroximate fractional Lrror in p from the following data :

m=47'36t0'O1g,l=15'28tO'OSmm'd=21'97t0'04mm
(a) o'o1%

. (b) o'o8%

(c) o'so%

, 
(d) 1's0%

15. XL, X2, ..., Xn are indePendent rmdonr varilltes with respective means $v lL2' "'' Pn

"ft tii*""" o?,oZ,-"'a?' obtain vat(qxr +a'x'+"'+anxn)'

(a) ol +of + "'+of;

{b) o? oZ...of;

(c) o?"? + "lof + "' + of;of;

(d) lataz"'anl
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16. X is a random variabls with mean, lU.and ,staidard, &viation ,o. For emall deviations
compared to M, compute E[.[f,].

--L(a) M2

--t( - 62 )(b) M2lr--: ^ I

\ 8M")

--t( - o2 )(c) M2ll- ^lI M'.)

(d) "[,.#)
L7. The incomes of A and B are in the ratio 3 : 2 and the orpenditures in the ratio 5 : 3. If

each of them saves Rs 1,000, find their incomes.

(a) Rs 3,000; Rs 2,000

(b) Rs 6,0OO; Rs 4,000

(c) Rs 12,OO0; Rs 8,OOO

(d) None of ttrese

18. . In a singles tennis tournament that has 125 entrants, a player is eliminated whenever
she loses a match. How many matches are played in the entire tournament?

(a) 62

(b) 63

(c) t24
(d) 246

19. How many fourdigit numbers have only eveh digits?

{a} s6

(b) r28

(c) soO

(d) 62s

2C,. There aie 27 students in a college debate team. Find the probability that at least 3 of
them have their birthdays in thc same month.

1
tal

27
,t. t3

(b) lil
o(c) ;

(d) 1
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21. Which of the operations is/are applicable on semaphore?

(a) UP and DOWN

(b) TITTERRUPT

(c) BUSY WAITING

(d) SEND and RECEME

22. The time taken to move the arm lrom one track to another for R/W operation is called

(a) seek time

(b) rotational time

(c) latency time

(d) transmission time

2g, Consider a relation R(P, O, R)with set of fi:nctional dependencies F = {P --l QB e + pB
R -+ FG). The minimal cover of F is

(a) {P-+R, Q-+P, R+Q}

(b) {P-+R, Q-+P,R-+P}
(c) {P-rQ, Q-+P, R-rQ}

(d) {P-+R, O-+R, R-+Q}

24. Consider a relation R(P, O, R, S, f) with set of functional dependencies F = {p -r e,
QR + 7', Sf -+ P). The highest normal form for R is

(a) 2NF

(b) 3NF

(c) BCNF

(d) 4NF

25. Which of the following is a conflict serializable schedule?

(a) &(x), R2(n,q(4, R100, w2lx), wr\
(b) &()q, R2(x), W2lX),WL(8, Rlm, Idllm

(c) Rr(x), R2(Y), WL{xl,R1(Y}, W1(yl, W2{yl

td) &(x), wL(x), Rr(y), R2(x), w1(y), w2$l
:vhere & (4 refers to read operation on data a by tr"n""ction T and Wr @lrefers to write
operation on data A by transaction ?.
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26. The address lines required for 512 K word memory are

(a) 10

(b) le
(c) 20

(d) None of these

27: Suppose the numbers a, b, c are in AP and lal, lbl, lcl< 1' If

x= 1*4 +a2 + "'-, A= 1f b +b2 + "' *,'?= 1+ c+ c2 + "'*

then x, g, z are it:'

(a) AP

(b) GP

(c) HP

(d) None of these

2A. The number of rectangles that one 'can find on a chessboard is

(a) 1082

(b) r2s6

(c) rt28
(d) 1632

29, Let A be 3n orthogonal matrix. Consider the following statements :

I. The transpose of A is orthogonal.

II, The inverse of A is orthogonal.

IIL aA is .orthogonal, where a is any.non-zero real number'

The number of true statements is

(a) o

(b) 1

(c) 2

(d) 3

OO. The greatest value of-the positive integer n so that the sum to n terms of- the series

- 1 1 / t ),-1+j+-!+..' is less than I2- - l. is'' 2' 22 ' 
*'*.'\- 

1000/' --

(a) s

(b) 7

(c) 8

(d) 10
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31. Thc numbcr of solutions of the systcm of equatigns

1+ *+ *7+ "'+ x23 = o

1+x+ x2 +"'+xl9 =o

equals

(a) 3.
(b) '4

. (c) 19

(d) 2s

tor of weigfrt W. Thc elevator accelerates verticdly up at,
gz. A man of weight Wis in }n :t"v1 ..is the apparent weight of the man?'er' 

. t"r" f "ta 
at 

" 
ortai" instant has a speed V' What

(a) *[,-:)

(b) ,[,.;)

(c) 2Wv

(d) 
.7*ro

33. Octal equivalent of the he<adecimal numbel 82F16 is

(a) 2627426

Fl 262s426

(c) 2826426

(d) s4s7426

t for searching an item using binary
34. If a filb of siz/- n= 1000 takes on an average 4 mt 

) would it take to
search algorithm, tllen approximateiy f-r9Y-11:l.ti*" on an avcrag€

"",1*t 
ali it"* in a lile Lf size n = 1000000000000?

(a) 1600 ms

il t6ooo ms

(c) 160 ms

(d) 16 ms

SS.Assumet]ratalowertriarrgularmatrixlto...^.,1,o.].":u-i:storedinalineararray

A[50, 40] stored?

(a) L275

(b) 13oo

(c) t3t2
, (d) 1315
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36' The probability that a number chosen at rqndom from theprimes between loo and 199is odd, is

(a) o

(b) I
.:(c) +

(d) 0.6 .)
g?' Three identical balls fit exactly into a cylindrical can : the radius of the balls equals theradius of the can and the balls just touch the bottom and the top oitt e ;.-, il;;

. 
fraction of the volume of can is taken up by the balls?
(a) *
(b) ?
(c) *
(d) I

3E' In quadrilateral 
-w){w, the measure of angte z is lo more than twice the average ofthe measures of the other three angles. what is the measure of arrgte zl

(a) too

(b) t2o
(c) tso
(d) t7o :

39. What is the arithmetic.mgart of 330; 360, 3e0?

(a) 360

(b) 3t7?

(c) 310 + 320 + 33o .

(d) None of t}ese

'to' ' If the sum of t the posrtive even integers less than lo00 is A, what is the sum of allthe posifirrc odd,integers less than 1000?

(a) A + 500

(b) A+ 1

(c) A
2

(d) A-4ss
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41. calculate f *F*,
(a) 1-sin 2

(b) 1-cos(ln 2)

(c) 1+cos(ln 2)

(d) 1+ln 2

42. ih"r. are three critical points of the function glx, li= x4 +2x2g+2g2 +4' Identify the

point which is not critical.

(a) (+'+)

(b) (., - i)
(c) (+'-;)
(d) (_#,_;)

a enclosed bv the I xis and the graph of the function43. Find the area enclosed by the lines t=lq t=2, t-ac

f(4=et'
(a) e2t

(b) e

(c) e2 -e
(d) e2

4+. Given the tunction f F, A=2gtxtsya -U* -Zrt14x, then ***VS eouars

(a) ry
(b) xa ya

(c) tc7f
i.:

(d) 4f

45. Suppose that /(x) = f,, e@l = *312, hlxl = x2 +21+ 3; Compu te fghlxl at x = 2.

(a) I 13

(b) Lr3l2
(c) rf t2
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'46. Lct ar, ei ) O, i= L, ?,..., fti !n, = 
L Then lrjbtr[n,of)* .q,.,.t"

i=l
(a) ln(qar...c-nl
(b) l% + qr 1....+ 9n )

n
(c) )e; tno,

d=1

(d) Does not exist

47, Evaluate JiJiorplmar, lu2 *2, u2 g2,11dgdx.

, "u"'-|'uu
' 

o42u2

uu

(c) euv

(d) ut)

+t. Compute f x-i"-*ax.J0 --

(a) e-r
(b) Ji
(c) ,F7;
(d) E

+9' suppose that the lifetime X (in y.ears) o{ 
"- 

mactrine has an exponential distribution' with parameter r=5. what'is ur" iri..u"u-i-riU-trr.t a three-ye.r-ou*rrri.]iri"*iiii
still work at the end of three additional years?
(a) e-6 +e-3
(b) e-3 -e4' (cl e-r
(d) e-rls

60' I€t xbe a non-negative continuous random variable. Then E(X) = E *f xl*ldx in terms
of c.d.f. Fxkcl can be expressed as

(a) E *t*l*
(b) fi1r-rr611ar
(c) &(-)-&(o)
(dl Ery*
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Sl. License plates are made up 9f three letters followed-by four-aiqt_".^Y9-."_1r*e that- 
letters I 

-and 'O are never used and that no liqense plates end with 0000. How many
distinct license plates can there be?.

(a) (1-)('-') ,

g;2. An amount of Rs I,OOO is invested and attracts interest at a rate equivdent 10% per

annum. Find the total after one year, if the interest is compounded monthly.

(a) looo(1+ o.t)12

(b) 1000(1+ 1.2)

/ 0.1)r2(c) lo0ol t+i* I\ 12)
(d) 1000 x o. 1x 12

53. Determine.the set GnL, where

G= {(x, Vlla= x2 -Sx+6\
. L= l@, dla=2x-61

Gn.L consists of

(a) (4, ?1, (3, o)

(b) (2, s)

(c) {2, 611, (3, o)

(d) (4,21, (6, 2l

54. The population of a country doubled every 10 years from 1960,to 1990. What wasthe
percint increase in population during this time?

' (a) 2oo%

(b) 3oo%

(c) 600/o

(d) 7Oo/o

55. 8 is !o/o of what number?J

(a) 24

(b) 24o

(c) 2'4
(d) 24Oo

(b) 
rJ)t(T) 

,l

(c) Q4x24 x24ltoa

(d) Q4 x24x24)(104 - l)
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' 56.' Consider t*re identity' (l+x a *2125 = ao *'atx * arxz +.,. +asorSo. We find
2(ao + a2 + a4+...1 equals

(a) 32s14, .)- -

(b) 32s+l'
(c) , g26

(d) 326 - I

:- t{rt-:-?-is 
continuous, is

sin2x
, 5?. Ttre=vahe of .F(q, for which f lxl = 2y

. (a) sl
(bl se

, (c) 61

($) None of these

5S. If A is the area of a triangle whose vertices are (1, 2,slil-2,1, -4), (g,4, -'2),itre1 tte
value of 4A2 is

(a) ry
(b) 1128

(c) 1218

(d) 2418

59. If /(x) = {1+ x)n , then t}re value of /(o) +,f ,(O) - ry*...* 
/ 

rfo} 
i"

(a) n

(b) 2n-t-
(c) 2n+L

(d) 2n

60. Th.e gr5re.*.H"| passes through the point (2, 0) and the slope of the tangent at anypoTt lx, Al is xz - 2x for all values of x, is

(a) u= x3

-3(b) y= +- *

(c) a=+--, -1
I

,

i) ,r=*3 -*2 -41k 33
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I

61. A straight line passes through P, - q and the point of intersecfion of the lines :

Sx-2A714=0 and,29=8-Tx. Any straight tine concurrent with the given lines is
(5x-2g+ fa)+l'(2g- 8+7xl= O The value of l' is

(a)

(b) 36

(c) 17

(d) 16

62.TheI,aplacetransformofareal-valuedfunction"f(t}isdefinedasj1s;=fe-st114at.Ir
./(tl is a piecewise continuous fuyrction of exponential order a (i.e., l/(t)l<ffeat1 the

transform /1g is defined for Res > tr. II rH = **$, then /(t) is given by

(a) t+*
(b) e-t +2t

(c) e-t +e-2t

(d) sint + sin2t

6g. Given a 10 x 10 matrix. Each element of the matrix is a Boolean variable. How many
Jif..."t *ari""* can be formed?

(a) 21oo

(b) loo2

(c) 2Lo

(d) lo2

64, Lct S= *2 + g2 +2gx+2fy+c= 0 be the equation of a bircle and P = ax+by+c' = 0 be

the equation of a straight line. Then the equation S+)"P=O represents

(a) circle

(b) ellipse

(c) hyperbola

. (d) pair of straight lines
-----,q-- -- --

65. The ratio of the outer and the inner perimeters of a circtrlar path is 23 : 22.If the path is
5 metres wide, the diameter of the inner circle is

(a) 55 m

(b) 65 rq

(c) 215 m

(d) 22o m
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66. Four circular cardboard pieces, each of-radius 7 cm, {ir€ placed in such a way that
, each piece touches two other pieces. The area of the space 

"n"to*"a 
by tt;fou;;ft;i"

(a) 22 cm2

(b) 42 cm2
.l(c) 84 cm2

(d) Lo2 cm2

67. The value ol ro'ool correct up to one decimal place is
(a) 1'1

(b) 2.7

(c) 1,0

(d) None of these

68' Mr' A, Miss B, Mr. C and Miss D are sitting around a tabie and discussing their trades.
(i) Mr. A sits opposite to cook.

(ii) Miss B sits right to the barber.

(iii) Miss D sits opposite to Mr. C.

' (iv) The washerrnErn is on the left of the tailor.
What are the trades of A and B ?

(a) Incompleteinformation
(b) Tailor and cook

(c) Washerman and cook

69. It is given that f "(xl -- -f lxl, f ,lxl 
=9(x) and h(xl =V@ll2 +1g{)l2. rf h{!)= 8, then h(f)

is equal to

(a) o

(b) 2

(c) 4

70' Six roads lead to a country-..Th-ey .*1L b. indicated by letters x, y, zand digits -1, 2, g.
whcn there.is slgrrn, Yis-blockld. when there are fioods, & ian; zwilbe affected.When road 1 is blocked, Z also is blocked. At a time when'there are floods and a stormalso blows, which road(s) can be used? :

(a) only Y

(b) onty Z
(c) Only 3

(d) Z and 2
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7L. Six persone A, B, C, D, Eand I'ari standing in a circle. B.is between Fand e A is
between ,B and .Q F is to the left of D. Who is between A and F?

(a) B

(b) c
(c) D

(d) E

:arns cbrrectly represents the relationship araong the
classes-Tennis fans, Cricket players and Students?

,g) F)@

73. If sky is called sea, sea is called water, water is called air, air is called cloud and cloud is
called river, then what do we drinli when thirsty?

(a) River

(b) slry

(c) Water

(d) Air

74. Grain : Stock :: Stick :'?

(1 HeaP

(b) String

(c) Bundle

(d) . Collection

75. What terms will fiU the blank spaces?
' z, x, v, T, Rr 

-, -(a) M, N

q) *:*
(c) P,.N

(d) o, K

GD(c) (d)
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76. [n a certain code, PAPER is written as SCTGW. How is ]{OTHER written in that code?

(a) oRvLciw

(b) PQRs)ff

(c) PQVJGT

(d) None of these

77. A point moves in such a manner that the sum of its distances from fixed points (-3, O)

and (3, 0) is 6. Ttren the locus of the moving point must be

(a) an ellipse

(b) a parabola

(c) 
, 
a line segment joining the fixed points

(d) a circle

7A. Find the centre of mass for three weights located at points (1, 3), P, -qand (3, 2), the
weights being 5 kg, 5 kg and 2 kg respe-ctively.

(a) l2g,7l

(b) (frt,#)
''li,

(c) (t,#
(d) (6, 3)

79. Select from the given diagrams the one that illustrates the relationship among the
given. ttrree classes-Judgi, Thief and Criminal.

(a)

(c)

@
@c '(d) @

(b) @O

80. In an (8 x 8) matrix whose elements are aU = (-1)d* J, how many positive terms are there?

(a) 64

(b) 32

(c) 48

(d) 16
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81. Which of thesi systems has no solution?

t2x'-xo=3(a)lr
I xt+x2=L
( 2x, -xn =3. (b) 
t*,,_ i*i =Z

,. t xr*x2=3
tc, trr, _ 2x, = 6

{2x,-xa=3(d) 
to,,i z*i = g

a2. Forwhatvalueofaisthevector Q'l!' -3)inthespanof theset{(2' 5':3)'(4' 8' a}p

(a) 4

(b) -6

,l\ a(d) 2
a-

, go. I€t A be p x 3) matrix whose columns form a linearly independent set' Which

, ;iT:H#":T'= b is consistent ror every b in Ra

(b) The set of rows in A is linearly dependent

(c)TheequationAX=ohasanon-trivialsolution
idl There is a matrix B such that 

'4F.'= 
Ic

84. tat;2_t=T*L. x_t

fl i,'i,
(c) -1' 1

(d) -r, -2i ' 
-- e lineer? In each case x=f''l.85. Which of the these transformations i

Lxz )
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86. What-il t" range of the tunction / that maps R to R2 by means of the 

:*t""Isintl
,f (r) = 

l"o" rl?

(a) A circlb (circumference onlY)

(b) p2

(c) The set of alt points {x, 9} satisffing -13 x < I a'd -1( y S 1

' (d) A disk consistind of a circle together with all the points enclosed by the circle

gT. Given an aray of n elements. Each element can take three value* :1'-o' 1' How many

different arraYs can be formed?

/n\ 

ryo vu'

(a) t,
-o

(b) nu

(c) 3n

88. The number of roots of x2'l *'3'01 +x4'ool = l is '

(a) .infinite
(b) two

(c) 3oo1

(d) 4001

'13
89. The value of the sum ),{t" +i'*r), i=fi i"

tl=1

(a) i

(b) i- 1

(c) 1- i

(d) o

90. what is the area of a regular hexagon inscribed in a circle of radius of 10 cm?

(a) 180 cm2 .

(b), 15OJ5 cm2

(c) (150/rE)cm2

(d) 18oJ5 "*f
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91.

92.

95.

Fbr what value of x is S=lx-ll+tx-3t+lx-81+lx-91+lx-20t minimum?

(a) 7

(b) 6.8

(c) 8

(d) None of these

The Fibonacci sequence is governed by the difference equation An jAn_-t+yr,-, with

initiat condition 9o = Q ar = L The general solution is Un = r[f,J,, - 
"(=r*)"

Determine A and B.

(a) -1, I

(c) +,+
Find 24, if z=l+J5i, i=.fT.

(a) 4co"1I+ isinll33

{c) 16(cosf + i-i"+)

"sinhrx equals

(a) coshx
(b) isinx
(c) cosx
(d)

S= l++.++..'equals
20 3'

n2[a, -'-
b

(b) ;
(c) 4
(d) 6

The arc length of the parabola i$l=!*2 fro x=0to x=1is given by
4

M -*,i
.* #,-*

tu) 4(cos++,sin?)

(o -ro(co"f;*isi"T)

(a) ln(.D - q

(c)ry
t_

bl ;W2 -ln(J2 - r))

$ry
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gT. The divergence of a vector field u is the dot product of del operator V and !6 i.e.'

Ou, Ou, ?'u"
div s = y.a= i.6* a;

and tl.e curl is the cross product , *i 
i- T"Tjr 

and the vector field g' i'e'

curl E=vx_=l* *, *l
Then V'(V x u) is

(a) v(v'd -Y2u
(b) 0

, (c) y2u

{d) 3

. x2 x3 i4.x5
98. For -1SxS 1, the inlinite lpwer series x-7+?- 

O 
- 

U -"' converges to

(al e*
(b) sinx
(c) lnx
(d) ln(1+ x)

99. For cylindrical polar .coordinates lr, Q, zl, we. have x = rcos$, U = rsin$, z = z' T}lle

?(r, $, zl

(a) r
(b) o

(c) r2 sinS cosQ

(d) z

lOO. 'Fbr large .rq Stirling's as5rmptotic formula for x! gives

(a) 
"xla 

x

(b) .\ffi, e*rn '
(c) @e.xvrx-*
(d) e*JV

' 1O1. glri =O(/(n)) denotes

(a) g(n) has order at least /(n)

(b) ' g(nl has ttre same order as -f{n)

(c) g(n) has order at most /(n)

(d) None of these
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LO2. The obJect-oriented paradigm includeS which of the iotlowtng properties?

I. EncaPsulation i

U.. Inheritance

ffi. Recursion

(a) I onlY

(b) I, II and III

(c) II onlY

(d) I and II onlY

1O3. Which of the following is the name of the data stmcture in 1 compiler that is

responsible ior managiirg information about variables and their attributes?

. (a) Parse table

(b) SYmbol table
!

(c) Attribute grammar

(d) Sem'antic stack

lot. Which of the following statements about Ethernets is typically false?

(a) Ethernets use circuit switching to send messages

(b) Ethernets use buses with multiple masters

(c) Networks connected by Ethernets are limited in length to a few hundred metres

(d) Packets sent on Ethernets are limited in size

ch of the foliowing best describes the105. In the Internet Protoiol (IP) suite of protocols, which of the following I

(a) To determine the appropriate route for a datagram

(b) To translate Web addresses to host name

(c) To determirre the hardware address of a given host name

(d) To deterrnine the hardware address of a given IP address

106. Let k be an integer greater than 1. Which of the following represents the order of growth

n
of the expression iti "* a function of n?

i=1

(a) o(k")

(b) o(kn losn 
1

+ lc.(c) o(k" * k)

d o(kn logn)
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1O7. Consider the followi-ng P{ogam i '

#include (stdio.h) '

main()
{ 

,rr,i=o,x-o;
do{

Prin$ l"o/od, xl;
)

) while 1i ' zsl]*i;
Printf ("\nx = o/od", xl;

).
-The 

above program would produce output as

(a) 1234s
x-5

(b) ot2s4
. x=4

(c) 234s6
x-6 .

(d) None of tJrese

f0t. Consider the following function :

int tun (int n)
t-.

if (n --1) return (1);
elie retdrn (tun inlz) + t)

). Ttre value of fun (aOOO) is
(al 10

(b) e

(c) t2
(d) None of these

lO9. Xis binomially distributed with parameters'n and p. Then E [(X - npl + lX - nplzlequals

(al np
(b) n2 p2

(c) nin-\p2
(d) rwlt- pl

lto. Irt randbm variable Xhave m.g.f, Mltl=orp[3t+t21. what is E[x2]?

(al 6

(b) 3

(c) 10

(d) 11

i
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111. A uniform density 
'function over an intewal of unit length is such that

,(i < x <;)= * what is the left-hand end point of that interval of unit length?

(a) Cannot be. determined

(b) o

(c) +

(d) +

. ,a .r ,ealprl hids on a Dr'
:tL2. A company agrees to accept the hi$hest of four sealed bids on a propeity' The four

. bids are ,.g#d"a as foui indepenf,ent random.variables with common cumulative

distribution function F(x): j{t+"ir,,rrl,;t,,;. Which of the following represents

the expected value of the accepted bid?

nS l2(a) J=)r*.orn*a*

(c) *tl',:.O+ sinnira dx

M ;l:tl:xeosnx 
(1 + sinrx)] dx

, (d) n!1t,f,*.o"n*a*

113. The integrating factor of the differential equation ffW'of 
xl+A=Zlogx is given by

(a) loglogx

(b) x

(c) e*

(d) log x
.a

114. For solving ff=,O*+y+1), 
suitable substitution is

(a) A=Vx
(b) Y+4x+l=V
(c) U=4x+v
(d) y=4x+V2

115. For a grven data, the line of regression

x = -O'L+O'79. Find f and g'
U=O.4+1.3x and x on Y isyonxis
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116. Iret Xl , X2, ,.., X,, be a random sample from exponential distribution with p.d.f.

1,
f(x,0)= rexp[-x/e], 

x2O,0> 0

The makimum likelihood estimator for 0 is

(a) +

(c) zxi
n

(b) (xl x2...Xnl-Un

(d) (xr x2...xnllln

a

117. An Olympic diver of rnass m begins his descent from a 10 metres high diving board with
zero initial velocit5r. Calculate the velocity on impact with water.

(a) 14 mls

{b) 28 m/s
,

(c) 9'8 m/s
(d) J2.o m/s

118. TWo coins are available, one unbiased and the other two-headed. Choose a coin at
random and toss it once; assume that the unbiased coin is chosen with probability *.
Given that the result is head, find the probability that the two-headed coin was chosen.

(a) + &) 3
(c) I (d) *

119. The maximum value of z=6x+8g subject to constraints 2x+ ys 30, x+2g<24 and,
x2O,g20is
(a) 80

(b) rr2
(c) 180

(d) r2o

L2O, A particle executes random walk on a set of intelers. Starting from origin, it takes a
right step with probability p and a left step with probability e= l- p. Steps are
independent irnd- each step is of unit length. The probability that after 2O0 steps,
particle is at 75 is
(a) p7s

(b) p7sql25

(c) (l:1o,,n,,
(d) 0
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